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ABSTRACT

The Caribbean is frequently imagined as a quintessential site of dia-
sporic arrival and encounter in modernity. But since the early years of 
the twentieth century, the Caribbean has more prominently served as 
a site of diasporic departure  as well as the intellectual point of origin 
for pan-Africanism, negritude and other radical conceptions of trans-
national community and global justice. This essay situates a recent 
work of Caribbean fiction, Maryse Condé’s 2003 The Story of the 
Cannibal Woman, in relation to this author’s longstanding engage-
ment with the often fraught relationship between diasporic move-
ment and black internationalism in her fiction and criticism. The 
story of Rosélie, Condé’s diasporic protagonist living in post-apart-
heid Cape Town, is linked to the midcentury transatlantic history of 
negritude and pan-Africanism, as well as to more recent histories of 
postcolonial violence in southern Africa. Exploring these links, this 
article interrogates how we might read the early twenty-first century 
Caribbean novel of globalization within a genealogy of mid-twentieth 
century black internationalism and its afterlives.

Globalization does not frighten me.
—Maryse Condé, “Oh Brave New World”

In the title of his Notebook of a Return to the Native Land, Aimé Césaire 
puts forth two of this epic-length poem’s key terms and central tropes—only 
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to render the meanings of those terms increasingly ambiguous as the poem 
progresses. Where, we are left to wonder, does Césaire’s poet-narrator return 
to? What kinds of transformations in identity does this protagonist’s return 
entail? “Native land” most concretely signals Martinique, the poet’s home and 
the landscape that the text describes in the most vivid and personal terms. But 
the poem also collapses its own spatial and temporal parameters, midway 
through, to stage a symbolic journey back to Africa, the ancestral bedrock of 
negritude. The Notebook makes choosing between these two equally potent—
and equally problematic—glosses difficult, if not impossible. And this diffi-
culty both extends and intensifies when it comes to distilling the possible 
valences of “return.” As Christopher Miller points out, the end of the poem 
gestures toward a more subtle pattern of “movements of veerition,” movements 
that confound the linearity of departure and return by “cross-hatching the 
Atlantic Triangle and spiraling around and beyond it” (French 338).

From the beginning of her literary career, Guadeloupean novelist Maryse 
Condé has also problematized the idea of return in the Black Atlantic world. 
Condé’s critical engagement with Pan-Africanism, and the tremendous impor-
tance of Césaire’s work to her own poetics and politics, are crucial to any dis-
cussion of how her fiction addresses and troubles prominent narratives of 
globalization, diaspora and transnational solidarity in the late twentieth and 
early twenty-first centuries. Like Césaire’s poem, Condé’s fiction grapples with 
the vicissitudes of “return” as a way of speaking to the paradoxes of the Carib-
bean’s relationship to globalization. As a site of diasporic arrival and departure 
in modernity, the Caribbean belies conventional perceptions of globalization as 
a recent phenomenon.1 But the region’s global significance is not limited to its 
role in the expansion of European and North Atlantic financial and political 
power through discovery, exploration, colonialism, imperialism, and the devel-
opment of global capitalism; nor is it limited to the uniqueness of the region’s 
creolized population, whose ancestors hail from Native America, Africa, Asia, 
and Europe. The Caribbean’s challenge to popular notions of globalization also 
importantly derives from the way in which the region’s literary and political 
movements, as well as its peoples and raw materials, have long emanated be-
yond the archipelago. Pan-Africanism serves as a vital corrective to definitions 
of globalization that conceive of movement as occurring exclusively within the 
binary structures of North and South, metropole and periphery.

Césaire’s use of return as a central trope in the Notebook requires a recon-
ceptualization of the significance of geographical and imaginative movement 
in the Black Atlantic world, which has been globalized and globalizing for a 
long time. Well before globalization’s emergence as a key term in the lexicon of 
economic, political, and cultural theorists, Césaire’s poem challenges a Fou-
cauldian conception of an all-encompassing hegemonic global network, within 
which Caribbean (and other Third World) subjects participate only as hapless 
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victims. Rather, the Notebook—and, more broadly, the black internationalist 
currents of thought and political activism of which this poem was a part—de-
mand that we recognize transnational, transregional, and transoceanic projects 
of resistance and liberation as vital, organic components of globalization. In 
post-Césairean Caribbean letters, “return” functions as a transnational gesture 
that speaks to the Caribbean not only as a location within which globalization 
occurs, but also as a region whose natives go on to do the globalizing them-
selves. As a buzzword for what Gayatri Spivak identifies as the “financialization 
of the globe” (330), conventional definitions of globalization merely serve as 
justifications for development ideology by rendering Third World subjects pas-
sive recipients of Western knowledge and technology.2 Such a definition leaves 
no room for considering networks of resistance and liberation—and their ar-
ticulation through the Caribbean’s intellectual and imaginative exports—as part 
of the globalization of the modern world. 

Return and its vicissitudes complicate spatial and ideological mappings 
that erase the work of black internationalist movements from a reductive narra-
tive of the “shrinking” of the globe in the past half century. If diaspora is the 
process of the dispersal of a community across the globe, then Pan-Africanism 
is diaspora’s activist twin, a conscious and intentional effort to organize among 
and across regional, linguistic, and oceanic distance. As Brent Edwards has 
shown, the process of transnational collaboration and translation in the Black 
Atlantic world has been best characterized by gaps, mistranslations and an ex-
posure of the vast differences among different figures and movements of black 
radicalism. But this history of transnational political radicalism, and its deep 
roots in radical Caribbean thought and action, of course extends back much 
further than the twentieth century. North Atlantic history did not just happen 
to the Global South; it happened because of the Global South. And at no point 
in time was North Atlantic globalization met without opposition, resistance, 
and organization by Africa and its diaspora.3 It makes little sense, then, to de-
velop a concept of globalization that neglects the complex and varied global 
flows of Caribbean people, ideas, and literary-political projects in modernity.

In a 1998 essay, Condé makes a similar point about the relationship be-
tween Caribbean radicalism and globalization: “What was Negritude, what 
was Pan-Africanism if not forms of globalization, the implied project of a 
complete identity and an active solidarity among the black peoples?” (“Oh 
Brave New World” 2). In a period when the anti-globalization movement was 
building momentum, Condé’s assignment of this term to mid-century black 
internationalist projects illustrates her propensity toward rhetorical provoca-
tion and her distaste for orthodoxy from any ideological camp. Yet this is pre-
cisely the stance that Condé often adopts toward Negritude and Pan-Africanism 
themselves in her criticism and fiction. Indeed, her scrutiny of the appropria-
tion of Negritude by ethnocentric, dogmatic postcolonial political programs is 
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one of the most intriguing and provocative aspects of her work. Her earliest 
novels, all set in Africa, strenuously interrogate contemporary Pan-Africanist 
ideologies and facile, ultimately violent and sexist claims to political unity 
through common ancestry. Condé began her career with novels that exposed 
moments of disconnect and alienation among Africa’s diasporic subjects—
“return” to Africa goes horribly wrong for the heroines of her first two nov-
els—while also implicating an earlier generation of Francophone Caribbean 
writing, and especially the works of Aimé Césaire and Frantz Fanon, in these 
rigidly ethnocentric neocolonial ideologies.4 

In the mid-1980s, Condé began setting her novels in the Caribbean rather 
than Africa. Critics have tended to describe this shift in fairly dramatic terms 
that often (and ironically, given Condé’s own rejection of the quest for ancestral 
origins) figure this moment as a kind of departure from the native land.5 If 
Condé’s move from African to Caribbean contexts for her fiction in the 1980s 
has been characterized as one kind of return, a homecoming for an author-pro-
tagonist who went looking for her roots across the ocean only to at last embrace 
her antillanité, then her 2003 novel The Story of the Cannibal Woman stages an-
other kind of return—a literary journey back to the continent that provided the 
settings for her first novels. Set in post-Apartheid South Africa, Cannibal 
Woman features a Guadeloupean protagonist, Rosélie, who settles only after an 
anomalous set of global journeys and the death of her long-term English lover’s 
mysterious death. Disrupting the geographical contours of predominant late 
twentieth century narratives of diaspora, immigration, and cosmopolitanism, 
Condé’s novel unfolds as a murder mystery that ultimately centers around its 
Caribbean heroine’s search for a sense of belonging in an African country whose 
identity is equally uncertain at the outset of the twenty-first century. 

Cannibal Woman begs the question of what it means for Condé to make a 
“return” to Africa in 2003. Further, the novel poses some curious possibilities 
for how this “return” parallels or departs from similar transatlantic gestures in 
her published fiction from the 1970s and early 1980s. Her decision to set this 
novel in a part of Africa that differs both historically and geographically from 
the settings of her earlier Africa novels signals the extent to which this text 
departs from and also challenges the author’s earlier perspectives on diaspora 
and its productive possibilities. Cannibal Woman incessantly alludes to Con-
dé’s longstanding concerns about Africa and Pan-Africanism, but also seems 
to display a desire to escape or transform the meaning of those concepts for the 
21st century Caribbean intellectual. The targets of Condé’s critical ire, Africa’s 
historical circumstances and global position, and the political stakes of pan-
Africanism have all shifted considerably between 1976 and 2003. Yet in ex-
amining the parallels between Cannibal Woman and Condé’s earlier work, I 
want to interrogate the extent to which Africa and negritude continue to hold 
privileged positions in this novelist-critic’s imagination in a work of fiction 
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that so explicitly presents itself as speaking to a new century, a new Africa, and 
a new variety of global flows of people, ideas, and transnational political trau-
mas. A Caribbean novel set in Africa, Cannibal Woman both thematizes and 
enacts the kind of comparative imaginative and intellectual labor that global-
ization entails. The novel’s foregrounding of mid-20th century discourses of 
Negritude and Pan-Africanism complicates our sense of Cape Town’s post-
apartheid claims as a cosmopolitan, global city, and troubles the notion of the 
“new” South Africa’s novelty through the revelation of its many links—his-
torical and metaphorical—to the rest of the Black Atlantic world. Echoing but 
also reworking tropes and structures from her earlier fiction, Condé stages a 
return to Africa that updates and reinvigorates her longstanding engagement 
with what it means to imagine the Caribbean in global terms.

Condé has a long history of critically assessing the projections of Africa that 
have come out of Pan-African ideologies. Much of her criticism and fiction 
from the 1970s and early 1980s goes to great lengths to trouble the negri-
tudean quest for the “native land” by refuting its underlying assumptions of 
the possibility of racial solidarity and the reification of racial purity. She makes 
the case for recognizing negritude as a movement whose productive moment 
has passed and condemns Césaire’s reification of a single, unifying voice of the 
black world6 as well as the sexism inherent in Frantz Fanon’s treatment of in-
terracial relationships.7 Yet Condé’s relationship with Césaire and Fanon is 
based on a critical intimacy which, when examined over the course of her ca-
reer, is also a kind of perennial critical fidelity. These are the two mid-century 
Martinican writers with whose work she most strenuously takes issue, but they 
are also the two writers to whom she will most consistently return in her criti-
cal and creative writing. She acknowledges the Notebook as “perhaps the most 
beautiful poem ever written by a colonized subject” (“Negritude cesairienne” 
419) and identifies Césaire himself as the “Founding Ancestor” (Pfaff 38) of 
Black West Indian writers.

The productive tension of affinity and critical distance that characterizes 
Condé’s relationship to Negritude in her critical work parallels the way she 
approaches her depiction of Africa in her early fiction. Condé’s initial interest 
in Africa stemmed in no small part from the time she herself spent there in the 
1960s and 1970s. Her first three novels are all set in Africa, and the first two 
of these—Heremakhonon (1976) and A Season in Rihata (1981)—draw heavily 
on her own experiences in the Ivory Coast, Guinea, and Ghana during the 
final years of West Africa’s colonial history and the first years of indepen-
dence. All of these early novels are set in unnamed countries, with few if any 
proper names to link them definitively to specific places and governments.8 In 
this sense, Condé shares much in common with African novels of decoloniza-
tion such as Ngugi’s Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross, both of which were 
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written during the same years as Heremakhonon and Rihata, and feature the 
plight of new citizens of unnamed, but unmistakably mimetic African coun-
tries experiencing bitter disillusionment and disappointment in the wake of 
independence.9 In her early fiction, especially Heremakhonon and Rihata, her 
skeptical stance toward Pan-Africanism—already well-established in her crit-
ical prose—gets translated into the context of post-independence Africa and 
its violence, patriarchy, corruption, and neglect of the ethical precepts of the 
anticolonial struggle. 

The Africa encountered by Condé’s (non-African) protagonists is in grim 
shape, and ultimately impermeable to them as outsiders whose own efforts to 
connect to the continent are hampered by narcissism and West Indian class and 
color consciousness. Condé prides herself on the bluntness with which her nov-
els refute romanticized notions of racial solidarity, a bluntness that has often 
been interpreted as a pessimistic rejection of any productive imaginative connec-
tion to Africa for the late twentieth and early twenty-first century West Indian 
subject. Yet, as she herself has pointed out, her own very real connection to the 
continent belies such an interpretation. Condé’s early heroines mirror her own 
experience in Africa—complex, not entirely happy, and full of personal and in-
tellectual disillusionment, but ultimately marked by a sincere affection for a con-
tinent that is “difficult to love” (Jacquey and Hugon, “L’Afrique, un continent 
dificil” 23). As Miller has observed, the length and intensity of Condé’s literary 
engagement with Africa points to the intimacy that underlies even her most 
stringent critiques of contemporary Africa and its postcolonial predicaments.10 

The predominant narrative of Condé’s literary career, which Condé her-
self helped to construct, is that after her Segu novels—and upon returning 
(briefly) to Guadeloupe in the late 1980s for the first time in nearly two de-
cades—she turned her attention away from Africa and toward the Caribbean. 
With novels such as I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem (1988) and Crossing the 
Mangrove (1989), Condé began to use West Indian settings for her fiction for 
the first time. Africa never completely disappeared from her work, remaining 
an important touchstone for her characters and plots in various ways, but for a 
decade and a half, from the mid-1980s until 2003, none of her novels are set 
in the continent that catalyzed her literary career. I share Mireille Rosello’s 
reservations about the ubiquity of this narrative of departure and return,11 
which seems to assign Condé herself a kind of fixity of national or regional 
identity that her fiction consistently works so hard to trouble, before and after 
the mid-1980s. Nonetheless, it is fair to note that Condé’s relocation to the 
other side of the Atlantic marks the point at which her fiction starts to engage 
more sustainedly with the Caribbean—and at which Africa stops serving as a 
setting for her fiction until 2003 when she uses an African setting again. The 
thematic and structural parallels between Cannibal Woman and Heremakhonon 
are so pronounced and so numerous that it seems impossible to discuss the 
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former without extensive reference to the latter. The overlaps between these 
two views of Africa—from the perspective of diasporic female protagonists—
throws into relief the differences between the two texts, especially in their 
treatment on and verdict of the use-value of black internationalist discourses 
at particular historical moments.

Two crimes structure the plot of Cannibal Woman. The first is the murder, 
outside an all-night minimart, of Stephen, Rosélie’s white romantic partner of 
twenty years. Rosélie initially assumes—as does almost everyone else—that 
he was yet another victim of the high crime rate in post-apartheid South Af-
rica; as the mystery unravels, it becomes clear that this was not the case, that 
Stephen had been hiding his homosexuality from Rosélie from the beginning 
of their relationship, and that he died at the hands of an ex-lover’s new boy-
friend who threatened to blackmail him. The novel’s second mystery revolves 
around the “cannibal” of the title—Fiela, a South African woman that Rosélie 
and her friend Dido read about in the paper. Fiela is arrested and convicted for 
the murder of her husband, and finally commits suicide in jail. Rosélie initially 
empathizes with Fiela’s complete alienation from all those around her, but 
later she begins to emphasize also with her rage (the origins of which are 
somewhat nebulous but, we infer, connected to her husband’s infidelity). As 
Nicole Simek has pointed out, in order to create this empathetic bond Rosélie 
must do no less imaginative work than the public that characterizes Fiela as 
cannibal and monster; the real Fiela, subaltern, mute and doomed, never ap-
pears in person and never tells her own story (Simek 173). Cannibal Woman’s 
mystery plots prove less important on their own terms than they do as mani-
festations of Rosélie’s own journey of self-discovery.

Cannibal Woman shares a good deal of thematic common ground with 
Heremakhonon. The novels feature similar heroines: both Veronica and Rosélie 
are Guadeloupean women who make somewhat anomalous journeys to  Africa. 
Both women’s perspective on their surroundings is sharply ironic,and exposes 
their own feelings of alienation from the alleged “native land” as well as the 
problematic ways in which others—both locally and abroad—conceive of 
 Africa in romantic and idealistic terms. Arriving in an unnamed coastal 
Franco phone West African country shortly after its independence, Veronica 
imagines herself as “perhaps a tourist, but of a new breed, searching out her-
self, not landscapes” (Heremakhonon 3). Nonetheless her journey to Africa 
bears more than a faint resemblance to a Negritudean quest for ancestral roots: 
she is there “[t]o try and find out what was before” (11); “[t]o stand back and 
get a look at myself ” (19); “to seek a land inhabited by Blacks, no Negroes, 
even spiritual ones. In others [sic] words, I’m looking for what remains of the 
past. I’m not interested in the present” (51). But as a non-African black woman 
traveling in a country in which anticolonial revolution has recently given way 
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to a nightmare of state corruption and oppression, and some residents are 
shocked to learn blacks exist at all outside the continent, Veronica discovers 
that her physical arrival in Africa only exacerbates her sense of alienation from 
the continent: “I’m an ambiguous animal, half fish, half bird, a new style of 
bat. A false sister. A false foreigner” (130). Blackness serves as a flimsy basis for 
claiming transatlantic cultural or national unity. Cannibal Woman’s Rosélie, 
perhaps thirty years older than Veronica, experiences an Africa that is also 
thirty years older, and she harbors fewer illusions about the possibility of mak-
ing this continent her permanent home, imagining herself as an “invisible 
woman” (37) and a “motherless child” (118). Her first impression of Cape 
Town does little to mitigate these feelings: “Never before had she felt so de-
nied, excluded, and relegated out of sight because of her color” (36). Rosélie 
arrives in Africa on different terms from those of Veronica and makes a very 
different decision about her future there, ultimately embracing the paradox of 
dwelling in a place that refuses to let her belong. But both novels challenge the 
notion of the simple, straightforward translation of people or ideas from one 
shore of the Black Atlantic to another in a post-slavery, post-colonial age. 

Rosélie and Veronica arrive in Africas that have just undergone massive 
political and social upheavals—decolonization and the end of apartheid. Ve-
ronica shows up in a newly “liberated” African state, only to discover the extent 
to which Africans are revisiting violence and oppression and exploitation upon 
each other after independence; Rosélie makes roughly the same discovery in 
the “new” South Africa, which Stephen blithely hailed as the new frontier of 
freedom and anti-racism, but whose crime, poverty and persistent racial and 
economic inequalities belie that ideal on a daily basis. At the outset of Cannibal 
Woman, Rosélie—who is also a painter—is earning a living as a massage thera-
pist and healer, providing psychic relief to those who have experienced rape, 
genocide and other horrific violent events. If Heremakhonon had much in com-
mon with Ngugi’s novels of decolonization in its exposure of the shortcomings 
of postcolonial liberation, then Cannibal Woman might be said to have an affin-
ity with post-apartheid South African novels—such as Zakes Mda’s The Heart 
of Redness and J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace—in its depiction of a nation coming to 
terms with the legacies of Africa’s past.12 If Veronica discovers postcolonial 
Africa’s tragic failures through a series of violent epiphanies, the narrator of 
Cannibal Woman—a third-person narrator, importantly at a perspectival dis-
tance from Rosélie—faces South Africa’s new realities with less surprise. Yet as 
outsiders, both protagonists are ultimately able to identify the extent to which 
the “old” Africa haunts the “new” in the wake of major political change. 

Veronica and Rosélie’s alienation from their communities—not only in 
Africa, but also in the Caribbean, France, and (for Rosélie) North America—is 
due in large part to their choices in sexual partners. Both protagonists cross race 
and class lines in their romantic liaisons and experience ostracism and stigma-
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tization in their most intense forms as a result of these crossings. Veronica 
scandalized her family in Guadeloupe by dating a man from a mulatto family; 
in Africa, her political naïveté leads to her involvement with a man with close 
ties to the country’s repressive dictator. She has never read The Wretched of the 
Earth, but is nonetheless keenly aware of an important argument from another 
of Frantz Fanon’s works, his reading of Mayotte Capécia’s Je suis martiniquaise 
in his earlier book Black Skin, White Masks. Capécia’s novel, about an Antillean 
woman who seeks out a whiter, richer lover, is read by Fanon as a parable of the 
black West Indian woman’s betrayal of her race through her desire to whiten 
herself. His account of the black man’s desire for the white woman, as Condé 
has pointed out on multiple occasions, comes with no such charge of racial 
treachery.13 Thirty years later, Fanon’s stigmatization of the “bête noire” rever-
berates in the outside world’s perception of Rosélie’s relationship with Stephen; 
like Veronica, Rosélie “had never read a line of Fanon or Gramsci” (163), but 
nonetheless knows that she is seen, by an African-American couple she and 
Stephen know from Brooklyn, as “a living example of Mayotte Capécia’s com-
plex of lactification, so magnificently denounced by Fanon” (192). Fanon’s is the 
theory of the black woman’s sexuality that cannot or will not leave Condé’s 
heroines alone, even in 2003. Cannibal Woman presents a more complicated 
tableau in which Fanon’s sexual double standard plays out: there are other mul-
tiracial couples in Rosélie’s world, but more importantly, the desire that is 
meant to overcome the racial divide between Rosélie and Stephen turns out to 
be one-sided. Nevertheless, a Fanonian pessimism about sexual desire under a 
racial regime pervades both texts: Veronica’s disheartened discovery that “mak-
ing love in this country comes down to making a political choice” (Heremak-
honon 64) is matched by Rosélie’s slightly more fatigued and resigned observation 
that “no society is prepared to accept the freedom to love” (59). In light of Ro-
sélie’s later discovery of Stephen’s homosexuality, the subtext of this statement 
brings to the readers’ minds other kinds of social policing of love and sex. In her 
numerous iterations of her dissatisfaction with Fanon’s gender politics, Condé 
has tended to stop short of interrogating the operative assumptions about het-
erosexuality that pervade Black Skin White Masks. Cannibal Woman’s introduc-
tion of a gay character who remains closeted until after his death pushes those 
limits, if only tacitly. 

If Veronica and Rosélie have much in common, the Africas of Condé’s 1976 
and 2003 novels do not. Cannibal Woman features an Africa that is historically 
different—the period of decolonization is over; the Africa of Cannibal Woman 
is (for the most part) a real world Africa—the story takes place in Cape Town 
and its environs, rather than in a fictionalized city.14 Moreover, this is the first 
of Condé’s Africa novels to be set in South Africa rather than the western and 
central parts of the continent. Condé has explained her interest in South Af-
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rica in terms of the country’s ability to speak well beyond its own somewhat 
anomalous historical conditions—indeed, its ability to resonate on a global 
scale: “South Africa, with its racism that is less visible than previously but still 
present, with its excesses of violence, seemed to me like a metaphor for the 
world today… One tends to believe that this country, after the end of apartheid, 
has changed a lot, but certain prejudices have survived” (“J’ai quitté mon île” 
par. 6, my translation). These remarks showcase Condé’s propensity for piercing 
through overly rosy and reductive narratives of progressive liberation: we are 
cautioned against reading the formal end of apartheid as the pinnacle of this 
African nation’s long walk to freedom. But the author also importantly frames 
the country as performing a kind of diagnosis by way of metaphor. The bridge 
between the specific and its universal import lies in its ability to speak to the 
violent disorder of the postcolony in the early twenty-first century. Cannibal 
Woman’s Cape Town is a global city in two senses: it is utterly cosmopolitan, 
filled with immigrants from everywhere (though especially from other parts of 
Africa); and, “with its excesses of violence,” it adheres to and elucidates a more 
global pattern of the spillage of a violent past into that cosmopolitan present. 

This invocation of postcolonial violence appears in the novel’s recourse to 
transnational comparisons in the service of describing Cape Town’s crime 
problem. While Stephen idealistically contends that “to see South Africa after 
apartheid would be like going back in time. Going back to when the United 
States had just finished muzzling its police dogs and the fight for civil rights 
was over” (35), Cape Town insiders make roughly the same comparison to dis-
suade him and Rosélie from living downtown: “Much too dangerous! Worse 
than the Bronx! Worse than Harlem!” (35). Rosélie and Dido read the crime 
report in the newspaper every morning, enacting what Jean and John Coma-
roff identify as a national preoccupation with “vicarious experiences of ex-
travagant lawlessness by way of the media, both imported and local” (274), but 
when Rosélie first reads about Fiela, her first reaction is to draw connections, 
beyond the boundaries of the nation, to a news story she remembers from Paris 
about a Japanese man who raped, killed and cannibalized another university 
student (78). Cape Town’s identity as a bastion of violent crime takes shape 
through such comparative imaginative work in, and, importantly, not just 
through negative comparisons—that is, we come to understand Cape Town’s 
violence not only because it is more violent than other places, but because it 
follows patterns of violence that already exist elsewhere. As the Comaroffs 
note, violent crime is both an irrefutable reality and an imaginative preoccupa-
tion. Likewise, in Cannibal Woman real and imagined violence coexist and 
indeed are often difficult to distinguish.15 For locals and foreigners, Cape 
Town gets constructed through a comparative imagination: the trope of crimi-
nality only comes into being by reference to other (imagined) sites of crime 
and violence.
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For Rosélie, however, Cape Town is also a “metaphor for the world today” 
in ways unrelated to its (supposedly) high crime rate: it is a paradoxical site in 
which she never quite belongs but doesn’t seem to mind not belonging. A ques-
tion from one of Stephen’s former colleagues prompts some narrative reflec-
tion on this point:

 “Aren’t you going to return home?”
 Home? If only I knew where home was.
 Chance had it I was born in Guadeloupe. But nobody in my family 
is interested in me. Apart from that, I have lived in France. A man took 
me to Africa, then left me. Another took me to the United States, then 
brought me back to Africa, and he too left me stranded, this time in 
Cape Town. Oh, I forgot I’ve also lived in Japan. That makes for a fine 
charade, doesn’t it? No, my only country was Stephen. I shall stay wher-
ever he is.
 … “South Africa is a tough place,” Manuel insisted.
 The whole world is a tough place. They take potshots at you on the 
sidewalks of Manhattan as well as in London’s Chelsea. You’re not safe 
in the deadly Twin Towers, symbol of American capitalism. Almost 
three thousand dead, killed in a single morning. They rape old ladies in 
the east of Paris. They tell me that even my little Guadeloupe is keeping 
up with the times. (30)

Rosélie’s reactions to Manuel’s questions cause her to briefly recount the jour-
neys around the world that eventually landed her in South Africa, well before 
the novel’s series of flashbacks flesh out the details of these journeys. This “cha-
rade” of chronic geographical dispossession also results in some important com-
parative work that debunks, early on in the novel, the myth of South Africa’s 
exceptionalism as a “bad neighborhood” of the world.16 Delivered through free 
indirect discourse, a narrative strategy that once again links Cannibal Woman to 
Heremakhonon, Rosélie’s interchange with Manuel traverses a whole spectrum of 
positions on the idea of belonging, all of them reactive.17 To remain in Cape 
Town—to identify her dead partner as her only country—is to embrace a cos-
mopolitanism formed through exile, through the movements of someone else, 
and through a sense that the whole world follows the same rules of the place she 
is living in now. On the one hand, Rosélie functions as a figure of global er-
rantry; she has lived everywhere and chosen to belong nowhere. On the other 
hand, even at this early point in the novel, and long before she has learned the 
truth that finally allows her to distance herself from the Republic of Stephen, 
this exchange points ahead to her decision to remain in Cape Town, despite the 
advice and expectations of Manuel as well as many of her other friends and ac-
quaintances. It also marks a crucial point of departure from the end of Heremak-
honon, in which a disoriented and disillusioned Veronica leaves Africa for France.
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Cannibal Woman’s Cape Town begs comparison and connection to a 
global South through its tropes of violence and crime, but its true claims as a 
global city stem from its diasporic demographics. If the world has a meta-
phorical presence in South Africa through the country’s excesses of violence, 
then the world is literally present in South Africa through the country’s ex-
cesses of immigrants, whose stories compliment but also complicate Rosélie’s 
own. As Sarah Nuttall notes, such patterns of movement and demographic 
diversity are hardly novel phenomena in the country’s history: “South Africa 
can be characterized as a country born out of processes of mobility, the bound-
aries of which have constantly been reinvented over time, through war, dislo-
cation and dispossession (the Mfecane, European colonialism, the Great Trek, 
labour migrancy)” (735). The difference in the present is that the “deeply em-
bedded topos” of the migrant “now takes on new configurations because the 
country is more open, with fewer forbidden places: space has expanded” (748). 
Cannibal Woman’s Cape Town is an immigrant city, a sort of ultimate site of 
diasporic arrival in a part of Africa that has recently opened itself up to the 
outside world like never before. If Rosélie feels like an outsider there, she cer-
tainly does not feel like she is the only one. Most of her clients are immigrants, 
as are the members of Cape Town’s service class with whom she most regularly 
(and comfortably) interacts. In the opening pages of the novel, Rosélie awaits 
her next client, whom Dido introduces as “from one of those countries, Congo, 
Burundi, or Rwanda, in any case one of the three” (9); Rosélie mentally con-
textualizes him as part of the nation’s proliferating population of transplants:

Yet another immigrant story! In this country everyone’s got one up his 
sleeve; some are comical, others ridiculous or grotesque, each one more 
unlikely than the next. Deogratias the night watchman introduced him-
self as a former professor of political science from the state university in 
Rwanda. A miraculous survivor of the genocide in which his papa, his 
mama, his pregnant wife, and their three daughters had all perished. In 
fact, this lie might very well be true given his solemn expression, his lik-
ing for Greek and Latin words and overelaborate speeches. Zacharie the 
vegetable seller: PhD from Congo Brazza who had fled the civil war 
with his wife and seven children. Goretta the hairdresser, specializing in 
braids and weaving, was in fact the lead dancer in a traditional troupe 
from Zimbabwe. Warned beforehand by her lover, a minister who was 
crazy about her body, she had hid under a truck tarpaulin and traveled 
miles of laterite to escape the firing squad. What crime had she commit-
ted? We will never know. (9)

Packed densely into this paragraph are a number of stories that never get told in 
full in Cannibal Woman, all of which tacitly contrast with Rosélie’s own life ex-
perience: war, rape, and genocide are not part of her personal past and did not 
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play a role in her emigration to the country. Rosélie proves in many ways a much 
easier protagonist to sympathize with than the more narcissistic Veronica of 
Heremakhonon or the disaffected Marie-Hélène of Rihata, but like these other 
Guadeloupean transplants she is largely shielded from any direct experience 
with the violence that unfolds around her on the African continent. Rosélie’s 
success as a healer depends on her prodigious capacity to empathize with her 
clients—but of course Rosélie only works with a handful of the victims of the 
numerous global traumas that have spurred so much migration to South Africa 
in recent years. Neither Rosélie nor Condé has the capacity to speak to or for the 
variety of personal and political histories these newcomers bring in tow. 

Rosélie’s ability to identify with displaced victims of postcolonial violence 
is what allows her to offer a measure of psychic relief to her clients. Yet her 
identifications are not always quite accurate, and in fact it is through a mis-
identification on her part that readers discover an important clue in the mys-
tery of Stephen’s murder: 

Here was a tragic story that resembled her own. Népoçumene, a tele-
communications engineer, had been away on business in Port Elizabeth. 
On his return home he had stumbled on his wife’s lifeless body lying in 
a pool of blood at the door of their apartment. Perhaps raped. Murdered 
for a wretched handful of rand the couple kept deep in a chest of 
drawers.
 As for Stephen, he had been working on his latest passion: a critical 
study of Yeats. At midnight he had gone out to the corner Pick’n’Pay 
store to buy a packet of Rothmans light in the red pack. Some thugs had 
murdered him for his wallet.
 For some reason or other this version of the facts did not satisfy the 
police. In fact, Stephen’s wallet had never left his back pocket. It had 
remained intact. There was no question of robbery. (10)

The stable assertion of grounds for comparison between Népoçumène’s “tragic 
story” and Stephen’s own death falls apart with the disclosure that the motives 
for these two murders were completely different. Rosélie might feel—or want 
to feel—a connection with Népoçumène, as both are non-natives abandoned 
in South Africa after the murder of a loved one, but the parallels between the 
crimes end there. Rosélie’s confusion about what happened to Stephen repli-
cates what criminology research has demonstrated to be a common trend, 
namely that while most violent crime in post-apartheid South Africa takes 
place between people who know each other, most South Africans perceive vio-
lent crime to be committed by strangers.18 Free indirect discourse here pro-
vides readers with an early indication that while Rosélie often observes her 
world with an acute ironic skepticism, her perceptions (like those of Veronica) 
are not without their own sometimes willful blind spots. Comparisons, in 
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Cannibal Woman, are to be read critically, as not all crimes or immigrant sto-
ries fit comfortably into the same narrative about South Africa. For all the 
connections between gendered violence, genocide, and state-sanctioned tor-
ture that provide Rosélie with her client base, a reductive resort to theorizing 
everything in terms of the crises of post-apartheid and postcolonial Africa is a 
form of willful misreading. The chaos of Cape Town cannot be reduced to a 
one-size-fits-all narrative; despite South Africa’s potent and pervasive reputa-
tion as a hotbed of (not-so-)random violence in the years after the 1994 elec-
tions, not all crimes were reducible to a single formula. Rosélie, who later 
admits to Dido that Stephen was able to keep the secret of his sexuality in part 
because of her own willed ignorance, here employs a readily available, but also 
reductive narrative of a national crisis of law and order that enables her to avoid 
confronting the much more complex circumstances of Stephen’s death.

Cannibal Woman’s cautionary lesson about the possibilities and problems of 
comparison has consequences for the way we read the text’s discursive echoes of 
Negritude and Pan-Africanism. If these ideologies mapped poorly onto the 
newly independent Africa of Heremakhonon in the 1970s, they seem even more 
out of place in early twenty-first century South Africa—and as in Heremak-
honon, Condé takes issue with characters who attempt to anachronistically 
apply them out of context. One such character in Cannibal Woman is Olu Og-
undipe, the principal of the Steve Biko High School, whom Rosélie visits twice 
(ostensibly to donate Stephen’s old computer but really to learn more about 
Stephen’s relationship to Chris Nkosi, an alumnus whom we later learn had an 
important connection to the murder). Originally from Nigeria, Olu spent time 
in the Caribbean before settling in South Africa after the end of apartheid. 
Olu, whose office walls are adorned with posters of Pan-Africanist heroes, 
turns out to be more Caribbean-centric than Afrocentric; he only drinks Ja-
maican Blue Mountain coffee, he waxes poetic about the time Aimé Césaire 
showed him around Martinique, and he believes that the “genuine master-
pieces” of Caribbean literature are—or should be—written in Creole. In short, 
this character inhabits a set of cultural essentialist ideological positions of 
which Condé has long been an outspoken critic. Rosélie is far less opinionated 
on most of these matters than the author who created her, but her confusion 
over some of Olu’s arguments functions as Socratic naïveté, a trap for exposing 
the absurdity of transplanting a mid-century anticolonialism onto post-apart-
heid South Africa’s circumstances. Olu tries to engage Rosélie in a discussion 
about the applicability of Césaire’s The Tragedy of King Christophe to contempo-
rary South Africa, but Rosélie’s literary archive of Caribbean literature is quite 
limited; she “had only read Notebook of a Return to My Native Land by Césaire, 
which [her ex-lover] Salama Salama had recited by heart” (234). Like many 
other characters in the novel, Olu seems unable to remember that Rosélie’s 
home is in Guadeloupe, not Martinique, and that she has in fact never visited 
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the home island of Césaire and Fanon. In his conversations with Rosélie, Olu 
comes off as a twenty-first century embodiment of an older Pan-Africanism 
that relies on absurd romanticizations of the Caribbean past as lenses for com-
prehending the plight of contemporary South Africa. 

And yet ultimately Olu does not prove as effective an object of satire in 
this novel as do similar characters from Heremakhonon and Rihata, whose dog-
matic and often sexist Pan-Africanisms play out amidst cynical neocolonial 
power politics. Like Rosélie and her clients, Olu is fairly new to South Africa 
himself; political oppression originally forced him out of his native Nigeria. 
His own diasporic journeys drain his lofty political claims of some of their 
nativist potency. Moreover, also like Rosélie, he has transgressed racial soli-
darity in favor of love; his wife Cheryl is a light-skinned Jamaican woman: 
“Olu’s brain had followed the path of black activism. His heart and sex had led 
him into the trap of a mixed marriage” (240). Desire muddles his ideological 
orthodoxies. When Rosélie comes for dinner at their house, Olu “carried on 
spouting vacuously” about politics throughout the meal, but all in all this scene 
is perhaps the most comfortable and satisfying dining experience Rosélie en-
joys in the novel, largely due to its informality and disorder: “The somewhat 
frugal dinner that followed was filled with babbling, while ketchup and glasses 
of Coca-Cola spilled over the tablecloth, fortunately made of plastic” (242–3). 
In a narrative in which consumption serves as a central metaphor, this messy 
dinner table scene paradoxically provides Rosélie with a fleeting moment of 
balance and peace. Everyday life and its resistance to systematization provide 
an important check on Olu’s tendencies toward dogmatism. In this way Olu 
contrasts sharply with Stephen, the novel’s other opinionated male character 
whose mixed-race, heterosexual relationship is a failure. Troublingly, through 
this contrast Stephen’s homosexuality stands in for a kind of resistance to ideo-
logical flexibility, cultural hybridity, and productive interactions with other 
people. While Rosélie does not embrace the heteronormative domesticity of 
Olu and Cheryl’s household for herself, this family does provide one of the 
novel’s few positive models of political and cultural heterodoxy.

Condé subjects Olu’s dogmatic and anachronistic Pan-Africanism to a 
certain degree of ridicule, but there is also a sense in which his preoccupation 
with this earlier generation of black internationalist thought is also not entirely 
out of place in South Africa. Olu’s high school is named after Steve Biko, 
whose Black Consciousness movement was heavily indebted to Fanon and 
other mid-century black internationalist figures from both sides of the Atlan-
tic. Like the narrative of crime and disorder, the story that South Africa tells 
itself about its Pan-African connections is both a reality and a set of representa-
tions. And again, Condé exercises some discretion—more discretion, we 
might note, than she does in her earlier Africa novels—when it comes to ex-
posing the shaky ground on which Negritude’s original contexts get translated 
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into a South African present. Perhaps this is due to the fact that a critique of 
Negritude as a political program is less urgent or fraught in 2003 than it was 
in the 1970s and 1980s. By the early twenty-first century, after all, Condé is 
hardly the only critic to have decried the negative consequences of a politics 
that essentializes race.19 That lesson has, at least in some measure, been learned. 
But a closer look at some of Cannibal Woman’s far subtler allusions to key texts 
from mid-century black internationalist writers suggests to me that Negritude 
also continues to play a crucial role in how Condé is making sense of South 
Africa, the African diaspora, and twenty-first century globality. 

While Cannibal Woman explicitly challenges Fanon through its arguments 
about the subversion of racial purity through the disorder of desire, it also echoes 
the Martinican psychiatrist and revolutionary in some less obvious ways. If 
Condé takes issue with the gender politics of Black Skin White Masks, she more 
comfortably embraces The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon’s final text, published in 
the midst of the Algerian War of Independence and in the months leading up to 
his death. In the last full-length chapter of this book, Fanon outlines a series of 
“case studies” and types of patients who have experienced violence on either side 
of the Algerian War of Independence; the case studies collectively form a narra-
tive that highlights the psychic devastation of the conflict and, more broadly, of 
the history of colonial and racial violence that led to it. For most of this final 
chapter Fanon’s narrative voice maintains the emotional distance of the physi-
cian/scientist, listing symptoms, sketching out patients’ stories, and describing 
in decidedly unemotional terms nights of constant screaming and chilling con-
versations with young boys charged with murder. Fanon closes The Wretched of 
the Earth with a brief manifesto for the anticolonial struggle prophesizing the 
advent of the creation of a “new man” through the Third World’s revolt against 
colonialism, imperialism, and race and class oppression. But in the chapter that 
eventually leads up to these bold claims, revolutionary theory collapses into a 
kind of narrative chaos: the particularity of each patient’s traumatic tale bucks 
Fanon’s efforts to contain them within “series” and psychiatric diagnoses. Each 
trauma is singular and irreducible; the narrator can relate only a sampling of 
these narratives (and, indeed, has only treated a “sampling” of trauma victims in 
his hospital) and cannot fully come to terms with any of them.

At the outset of Cannibal Woman, Condé’s protagonist is similarly con-
fronted with an excess of traumatic narratives among her client population. 
Like the Martinican psychiatrist in Algeria, Rosélie records her patient’s in-
formation in a notebook in sparse, orderly terms—patient number, name, age, 
nationality, profession—before the patient’s backstory is revealed. Rosélie also 
makes an entry for Fiela, despite the fact that they have never met and despite 
the fact that she can only speculate as to the circumstances that led to Fiela’s 
arrest, trial, and suicide. On the final page of the novel Rosélie finishes her 
painting of Fiela; this is an act of ultimate empathy, but it is also—when read 
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in conjunction with the Fanonian echoes at play in her vocation as a healer—a 
kind of testimony infused with therapeutic aspirations. Rosélie’s treatment 
methods are different from those of Fanon, and no manifesto introduces or 
develops out of these stories as they unfold. But the structure of the clinical 
narrative from Fanon’s 1961 text carries over in Condé’s novel, transformed by 
a healer who boasts a higher success rate—her patients, by all accounts, seem 
to be sleeping better, assimilating the trauma into their lives—and who treats 
the victims of a wider range of political conflicts. The connective thread among 
these conflicts, however, is not all that different from the one that Fanon found 
among his own patients in Algeria. After all, the purpose of these case studies 
is to debunk the pathologization of the North African criminal and to contend 
that the ramifications of doing so are hardly just academic:

… when we see the notion of the Algerian or North African as born 
criminal dislodged before our very eyes, a notion which was also planted 
in the Algerian’s consciousness because after all ‘we are a bad, quick-
tempered, aggressive people … and that’s the way we are …’ then yes, we 
can say the revolution is making progress. (228) 

Similarly, one of the larger tasks of Cannibal Woman is to unpack the sensa-
tionalized and pathologized media version of Fiela, to reappropriate her story 
from popular accounts that fail to interrogate the gender and class dynamics 
surrounding the crime and the criminal, and to ultimately protect her from 
the violence of those representations through a turn to art. 

While Rosélie’s “case studies” allude to the work of Martinique’s most 
famous doctor, Cannibal Woman’s opening imagery calls forth the work of the 
island’s most famous poet. The novel begins with a panoramic, early morning 
view of Cape Town that establishes the relationship between the city’s new 
cosmopolitan personality and an overwhelming poverty and violence:

Cape Town always slept in the same position, curled up in the muzzle of a 
gun. After hours of grim silence as heavy as a great fur coat of a former 
Soviet leader, the sound of engines began to sputter and roar throughout 
the city. In the distance, like the cries of cormorants, the horns of the first 
ferries split the clouds of mist grazing the sea as they left for Robben Is-
land, once a concentration camp, now transformed into an international 
tourist attraction. Then the brakes of the overcrowded buses, arriving from 
the wretchedness of the shantytowns and converging on the splendors of 
the city center, screeched to a halt at the same stops. The feet of thousands 
of blacks in cheap shoes tramped toward the subaltern jobs that had al-
ways been their lot. All these sounds were preceded by the throbbing 
rounds of the police helicopters as their eyes pierced the dawn, searching 
to oust the criminals from their rat holes. For Cape Town at night oozed 
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with all sorts of foulness and rottenness, a nightmare from which the city 
awoke completely drained, its storm channels churning bile and pus, its 
head of medlar trees and maritime pines bristling with fright. (1)

Cannibal Woman begins at the end of daybreak and opens upon a city whose 
preparations for the day to come are tempered by a fatigued, diseased inertia. 
Readers familiar with Césaire’s Notebook of a Return to the Native Land will be 
quick to identify the connections between this formerly colonial city that ap-
pears on the first page of Condé’s novel and the “inert town” confronted by the 
poet narrator in the opening stanzas of that earlier text. While in Condé’s Cape 
Town “[t]he feet of thousands of blacks in cheap shoes tramped toward the 
subaltern jobs that had always been their lot,” Césaire’s morne is populated by 
a “squalling throng so astonishingly detoured from its cry as this town has been 
from its movement, from its meaning” (2). While “Cape Town at night oozed 
with all sorts of foulness and rottenness, a nightmare from which the city awoke 
completely drained, its storm channels churning bile and pus, its head of med-
lar trees and maritime pines bristling with fright,” Césaire envisions a 

morne crouching before bulimia on the outlook for tuns and mills, slowly 
vomiting out its human fatigue, the morne solitary and its shed blood, 
the morne bandaged in shade, the morne and its ditches of fear, the 
morne and its great hands of wind. (2)

These are nightmare cityscapes that frame the (post-)colonial worlds by way of 
historical crises—with slavery and apartheid haunting the “new” day that 
emerges amidst squalor, chaos, and despair. Condé echoes and extends Cés-
aire’s imagery of bodily waste, signaling the novel’s thematic preoccupation 
with eating and physical/psychological health. Césaire’s Caribbean morne is 
relocated to another Atlantic shore—a shore of the continent that the poet-
narrator of the Notebook can only access through a surrealist dream journey. 
The Césairean echoes in the opening lines of Cannibal Woman globalize Cés-
aire’s colonial waste land, while also establishing the novel’s transatlanticism 
at the level of literary genealogy.

If one of the major interventions of Césaire’s Notebook, in the 1930s and 40s, 
was to disrupt conventional literary representations of Martinique as a tropical 
paradise, Cannibal Woman announces its aim of making a similar intervention 
into the representation of Cape Town through a sustained focus on the image of 
Robben Island. Though Rosélie never visits it herself, this prison-turned-tourist-
attraction recurs as her most important Cape Town landmark, and the irony of 
its transformation from torture chamber to post-apartheid tourist spectacle is 
encapsulated in the character Dawid, one of Rosélie’s clients, who was once 
imprisoned on the island and now works there as a tour guide. Tourism inflicts 
a new kind of violence on a landscape that already bears the wounds of a not-so-
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distant violent past: the island’s history of colonial and racial oppression are ob-
scured through the production of spectacle, even as the spectacle is meant to 
bring that same history to light.20 In the 1940s, Césaire replaced images of Mar-
tinique’s calm beaches and Gaugin’s portraits of serene women holding fruit 
with “Islands scars of the water / Islands evidence of wounds,” “Islands cheap 
paper shredded upon the water” (42). Condé’s parallel debunking of the tourist’s 
gaze, in the context of the new South Africa, draws the readers’ attention to the 
cruel irony of Robben Island’s new life as a museum. Three literary tropes with 
long and rich histories in Caribbean literature—the prison, the island, and the 
tourist “paradise” and its other, the tropical ghetto—thus come into view on the 
other side of the Atlantic. Elizabeth Wilson explains the significance of two of 
these tropes for Francophone Caribbean women’s writing:

Whether she is in the Caribbean, in France, or in Africa, the situation of 
the black Antillaise woman is portrayed as one of confinement and frus-
tration. Her life is depicted as tragically limited and her efforts at resis-
tance doomed to failure. This predicament is expressed metaphorically in 
terms of clearly delineated and closed spaces: a boat, a cabin, windows, 
mirrors, rooms, houses, prisons—structures which isolate and alienate 
the woman from herself and from others. She is an island, cut off, 
stranded with no life-lines. (47)

Wilson has Condé’s Heremakhonon in mind here, but the assertion certainly 
holds true for any number of Condé’s heroines, including Rihata’s Marie Hé-
lène, and—to a certain extent—Rosélie. But in this essay, Wilson also asserts 
that women’s texts have a particular set of ways through which their heroines 
negotiate their entrapment, namely “withdrawal and isolation and/or flight 
and evasion, rather than confrontation” (45). Heremakhonon’s Veronica flees; 
Rihata’s Marie-Hélène withdraws. Rosélie, however, does not follow either of 
these paths. Cannibal Woman certainly does not end with a confrontation—
Stephen dies before Rosélie realizes there was anything to confront—but she 
does decide to stay put in Cape Town on her own terms. And it is in this “na-
tive land,” which of course is not a native land at all to most of Condé’s char-
acters, that Rosélie produces her masterpiece, a portrait of Fiela that serves as 
a kind of ethical tribute to this unknowable woman with whom she nonethe-
less feels an empathetic bond. In other words, the conclusion of Rosélie’s quest, 
in a novel whose opening image is an island prison, more closely resembles 
that of Césaire’s poet-protagonist, for whom artistic creation holds the prom-
ise of a tenable future. Cannibal Woman translates Césaire into African context 
in ways that this Negritude poet could not have himself imagined.

A few years before Cannibal Woman was published, South Africa makes a 
passing appearance in an essay in which Condé explores issues of Caribbean 
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cultural unity in relation to Guadeloupe. Condé recalls the international com-
munity’s apathy when, in the late 1980s, a group of Guadeloupean anticolonial 
activists was arrested on charges of terrorism by the French authorities. Condé 
juxtaposes that apathy to widespread awareness of Nelson Mandela and the 
plight of South Africa during what would be the final years of apartheid. In a 
provocative formulation—“Does one have to be from South Africa, or Angola, 
to receive attention?” (“Pan-Africanism” 57)—Condé intimates a competitive 
economy of recognition among countries in the Global South, an economy in 
which injustices that occur on a small island like Guadeloupe are threatened 
with invisibility abroad. She goes on to discuss her own realization that within 
Guadeloupe, while “[p]eople of my generation expected too much of Africa” and 
its liberation in the 1960s, a younger generation of Guadeloupeans knows little 
or nothing about those anticolonial struggles: “They do not even think about 
Africa. Instead they look to the United States … as a place where a Black man 
or a Black woman can reach the top. It is very difficult to explain to them that 
this is not the case without disillusioning and discouraging them” (59). Africa 
has a paradoxical capacity to take on too much or too little significance, both 
within and beyond Condé’s island. Read together, these reflections speak to 
Condé’s fraught but also sustained and complicated relationship with Africa and 
Guadeloupe over the course of her life as a politically engaged writer and critic. 
And as Nick Nesbitt has commented, these remarks are perhaps best under-
stood as a relatively rare moment in her critical writing in which her deep con-
nection and commitment to Africa comes to light. In her frustration at not being 
able to relate the importance of the independence struggle to younger Guade-
loupeans, he observes, “we are suddenly allowed to witness the hidden idealism 
of a 1960s radical utopianist, a faith that lies hidden beneath the corrosive force, 
and even cynicism, of her unrelenting critique” (“Stepping Outside” 402). 

Nesbitt provides an insightful corrective to readings of Condé’s Africa 
novels that find her depiction of the newly independent African nations overly 
negative. His comments are also suggestive of how we might put together her 
discomfort with South Africa’s monopoly on international attention in the late 
1980s with the very different statement that Cannibal Woman makes about the 
country in 2003. As I hope to have shown in this essay, the most intense sub-
jects of critique in Condé’s work are also the subjects in which Condé has in-
vested the most. Further, these investments come to light through a strategy of 
comparative narration. “I am a novelist,” Condé explains at the outset of her 
essay, “and what is a novelist but someone who tells stories. Therefore, I am 
going to tell a few stories; together we shall try to make sense of them in the 
context of Pan-Africanism and culture” (“Pan-Africanism” 55). What these 
stories reveal is that in different, ostensibly unrelated ways, the Caribbean and 
Africa have long been in conversation with one another, both in the world at 
large and for Condé herself. Guadeloupe—its representations in international 
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media, but also its inhabitants’ self-awareness of their past and their connec-
tions to the outside world—comes into focus through transatlantic juxtaposi-
tion, a comparative labor that brings together different places and times in the 
Black Atlantic world even while seeming to set them against one another. 

The importance of situational critique, and staged comparative frameworks, 
that comes across in so much of Condé’s critical writing informs my reading of 
one final textual moment in The Story of the Cannibal Woman. In his impassioned 
discussion of the connections between Caribbean Pan-Africanism and the 
South African present, Olu posits an analogy that Rosélie finds bizarre:

Olu Ogundipe ventured a comparison: the South Africans after apart-
heid were like the Haitians after independence in 1804. They needed 
time to build a nation. Then they would be an example to the world.
 Like the Haitians? (144)

In context, Olu’s linking of the Haitian Revolution and South Africa’s transi-
tion into majority rule—the kind of linking that C.L.R. James made famous in 
his mid-century histories of Black Atlantic revolution—comes across as ludi-
crous. Rosélie’s bafflement hints at the fact that Haiti’s post-revolutionary his-
tory is, after all, an unenviable one in many ways. If we, Condé’s readers, have 
better skills at thinking transatlantically than do many of her fictional charac-
ters, this comparison is capable of introducing a whole host of more interesting 
issues into the scope of the novel. If Olu’s sweeping parallel between Haiti and 
South Africa is largely specious and even ethically dubious, there are nonethe-
less ways in which the comparison between these two countries is meaningful. 
Both have accumulated an incredible amount of representational weight in a 
postcolonial imaginary. Both have come to represent sites of ultimate, radical 
liberation, the end of great injustices, and the triumph of the wretched of the 
earth over draconian and unenlightened forms of imperial violence and racial 
exploitation. Moreover, as many recent scholars have noted, it has proven quite 
difficult to carve out a space for discussing these anomalous postcolonies in 
ways that avoid both romanticization or demonization.21 Olu, a little too caught 
up in the political ideologies of 20th century black internationalism, sloppily 
overgeneralizes the connection between Haiti and South Africa—but Condé’s 
readers, at a critical distance from both Olu’s romanticism and Rosélie’s own 
inadequate response to that romanticism, can do more. We are meant to recog-
nize the potential for productively thinking these two postcolonies alongside 
each other, not as historical analogues but rather as the subjects of a common 
discursive pattern of representation that threatens to eradicate complex engage-
ment with any number of locations in the Global South.

Three decades removed from the politics of decolonization of the 1970s, Can-
nibal Woman not only speaks to the extent to which neocolonial corruption 
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and cooption have been displaced, in Africa, by other political and social cri-
ses, such as war, genocide, and the mass displacement of peoples, but also 
suggests that ethnocentric ideologies and reductive appropriations of Negri-
tudean thought bear less responsibility now than they once did for creating 
and fomenting the betrayals of the liberation struggle. Africa, its diaspora, and 
the global power structures of which they are a part have changed in ways that 
have also transformed how we make sense of transnational exchange and con-
nectivity. If, as Hardt and Negri have asserted, the present global order of 
Empire is “a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus of rule that progres-
sively incorporates the entire global realm within its open and expanding fron-
tiers,” one that “manages hybrid identities, flexible hierarchies, and plural 
exchanges through modulating networks of command” (xii–xiii), then locat-
ing a discrete ideological target of resistance is much more difficult, and much 
less useful, in 2003, than it was during the mid-twentieth century moment of 
anticolonial struggle against readily identifiable imperial powers. At the level 
of rhetorical engagement, it becomes much harder to locate an effective object 
of satire within this new global order; the diffuse and somewhat muted role of 
satire in Cannibal Woman speaks to this shift. Even the most harshly assessed 
characters and situations—Olu; bourgeois First World snobbery; even Ste-
phen’s treatment of Rosélie—are never entirely dismissed or condemned. 
Rather, Rosélie’s recognition of the hypocrisies of the world she navigates is 
coupled by the reader’s recognition of the protagonist’s own complicities in 
that world and of the challenges, if not the impossibilities, of thinking outside 
it. Cannibal Woman, even more so than Heremakhonon, argues for a relinquish-
ing of ideals of ethical purity, cultural essentialism, and—perhaps most im-
portantly—fixed notions of what it means to belong, arrive, and return in a 
world in which locations as disparate as Cape Town and Césaire’s Martinican 
morne overlap and intertwine in a Black Atlantic imaginative geography.

Cannibal Woman throws into relief the need to explain diaspora and inter-
nationalism as interconnected processes, the passive and active sides of trans-
national connectivity, which are best understood as in perpetual and productive 
tension. Affirmative expressions of diasporic solidarity—from flippant com-
parisons of South Africa and the U.S. South to idealistic assertions about the 
relevance of Aimé Césaire to post-apartheid cultural politics—require the 
same suspicious reading practice in 2003 as they did in 1976. Suspicion, how-
ever, is not the same as cynicism; and Cannibal Woman’s message is certainly 
not that the practice of imagining links between disparate nations, regions, 
and peoples is a bad thing. Quite the opposite, in fact. For Condé, comparativ-
ism is itself a form of globalization, the creative construction of connections 
across space and time that enables the type of critical practice in which she 
herself is so heavily invested. In her fiction Condé literalizes the importance of 
comparativism in her diasporic protagonists, whose movements, exchanges 
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and reactions dramatize the productive value of encounter and mistranslation 
in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries—the not-so-new mo-
ments of Caribbean globalization.

Notes

1. Michel-Rolphe Trouillot observes: “If by ‘globalization’ we mean the massive flow of goods, 
peoples, information, and capital across huge areas of the earth’s surface in ways that make the parts 
dependent on the whole” (128). See Thomas Klak for a similar argument.

2. It is important to also note—as many feminist critics of globalization discourse have usefully 
done already—that even in this “globalized” age, only a miniscule percentage of humans migrate 
across state borders and that many problems of globalization remain profoundly local. See Puri’s 
introduction (1–15).

3. See Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic, Susan Buck-Morss’ Hegel, Haiti and Universal History, Nick 
Nesbitt’s Universal Emancipation, and, of course, C.L.R. James’ The Black Jacobins for some of the 
canonical remappings of political modernity through the lens of black radicalism.

4. See, in particular, Condé’s Cahier d’un retour au pays natal. Her disapproval of Fanon’s gender 
politics appears most explicitly and forcefully in her fiction, years before she articulates her reading 
of his reading of Mayotte Capécia in many of her essays and interviews. It is worth noting that 
Condé does not devote the same amount of critical attention to Negritude’s African founders; she 
is decidedly more interested in interrogating the legacies of Caribbean Negritude, and with the 
exception of “Negritude cesairienne, negritude senghorienne,” she rarely mentions Léopold Senghor 
at all in her critical writing. And while her fiction is rife with allusions to Césaire and Fanon, 
Senghor’s name never comes up in Heremakhonon, Rihata, or Cannibal Woman.

5. Marie-Denise Shelton writes: “In spite of her expressed gratitude for the gift of life she received 
from Africa, Condé, after the writing of Segou, bids a bitter farewell to the Motherland. She declares 
to have resolutely turned the page and vows never to write again about her. Is this a lovers’ quarrel? 
A family spat? Or is this simply for the author the death of a myth? Whatever the response, it is 
clear that this new attitude has a great deal to do with the repositioning of the author within the 
Caribbean context” (par. 7). 

6. See Condé’s “Negritude cesairienne, negritude senghorienne” and “Order, Disorder, Freedom, 
and the West Indian Writer.”

7. See “Order, Disorder” and “The Stealers of Fire.” For Condé’s clearest articulations of an early 
critical stance toward a politics of negritude, see “Negritude cesairienne” and Cahier d’un retour au 
pays natal.
8. Sarah Barbour and Gerise Herndon explain that Condé’s novels “implicitly call on readers to 
look beyond the reference on the page: not simply to go look it up (checking the Atlas for the exact 
location of N’Dossou when reading Histoire de la femme cannibale, for example), but to experience 
what is dessous … and to glimpse and ponder the lived experience behind the reference on the page” 
(15).

9. Robert McCormick has also pointed out the potential for parallels between Condé’s early Africa 
novels and African fiction from the period of decolonization. Despite Condé’s own stated antipathy 
for much of modern African literature, her work seems to me to fit in rather well with the canon 
of African novels of decolonization by Achebe, Armah, Kourouma, Ngugi, and others in terms of 
argument and literary strategy. See Pfaff (33 and 43–4) for Condé’s own account of the relationship 
between her early fiction and Africa’s neocolonial dictatorships in the 1960s and 70s.
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10. Miller poses the question: “if Africa is revealed to be a mere trap for the narrator of Hérémakhonon, 
why does it remain a preoccupation, an obsession, and a source of cultural identification within 
Conde’s work?” (“After Negation” 174–5).

11. Rosello brings an insightful skeptical perspective to bear on this narrative, which, as she notes, is 
due in part to how Condé’s fiction was marketed in the late 1980s (after she returned to Guadeloupe 
for the first time in decades). Rosello observes that the return narrative is “both attractively obvious 
and problematically teleological and linear,” symptomatic of a Caribbean “Césairean complex” that 
closes off the possibility of conceiving of more complex, “errant” transatlantic routes (567–8).

12 For recent critical assessments of South African fiction’s responses to the post-apartheid era, see 
Atwell and Harlow, Barnard, Gagiano, Jacobs, and Nuttall.

13. See “Order, Disorder” (131) and “The Stealers of Fire” (160).

14. It is worth noting that South Africa is not the only Africa that has a presence in Cannibal Woman 
and that Rosélie’s first journey to the continent takes her to a location that more closely resembles 
the Africa of Heremakhonon and Rihata; she meets Stephen while working as a call girl in a fictional 
central African city named N’Dossou. 

15. The prime example of this difficulty is Fiela’s cannibalism, which—like the cannibalism of 
the Carib Indians as described by Columbus—is only hinted at through hearsay. See Simek and 
Broichhaven.

16. I refer here to Ignatieff’s term for disordered sovereign states that give way to unchecked human 
rights crises. 

17. For useful discussions of Condé’s use of free indirect discourse in Heremakhonon, see Lionnet and 
Miller, “After Negation.”

18. See Shaw and Gastrow.

19. See, for example, Glissant and Scott.

20. See Comaroff and Comaroff for an intriguing account of Pretoria’s South African Police 
Museum, whose narrative has both undergone a radical transformation in the past three decades 
and, at the same time, consistently sought out “new modes of melodrama, new forms of conjuring 
order from terror” (288) to match its audience’s fascination with crime.

21. “As the symbolic and pragmatic uses of Haiti change over time, so, too, do the terms of its 
singularity. In the nineteenth century, Haiti was “the Black Republic.” Haiti is now the poor, the 
violent republic. Haiti is now singular largely in the degree of its poverty and the extent of repression” 
(Farmer 236). Grant Farred conveys the same sense of contradictory forces at work in the new South 
Africa in his introduction to a special issue of South Atlantic Quarterly.
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